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I/O Link Master Module: IC694BEM321 
The RX3i I/O Link Master module (IC694BEM321) allows a 
PACSystems RX3i controller to act as a master on a proprietary Fanuc 
I/O Link. The master can receive 1024 discrete inputs from slaves, and 
send up to 1024 discrete outputs. Typical items running under the 
control of an I/O Link Master can include clusters of I/O (such as I/O 
Model A and Connector Panel I/O), PACSystems and Series 90 PLCs 
with I/O Link Interface (slave) modules, and Operator Panels that are 
I/O Link-compatible. 

An I/O Link Master Module can be installed in any available slot in any 
RX3i backplane. For best performance, it should be installed in the 
Main Backplane or in an Expansion Backplane. The maximum number 
of I/O Link Master Modules that can be installed in the backplane 
depends on the power that is available from the power supply.  To 
determine the exact number of modules allowed in your system, see 
the information on power supplies in chapter 3. 

If there are multiple I/O Link Master Modules in the same RX3i system, 
they must be on separate I/O Links. 

Specifications: IC694BEM321  

Module type PACSystems RX3i controller module, providing I/O 
Link communications with up to 16 slaves.  

I/O Points Up to 1024 inputs and 1024 outputs 
+5V current 
required 

without Optical Adapter connected: 415mA 
with Optical Adapter: 615mA 
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Host CPUs ▪ PACSystems RX3i CPUs 
▪ Series 90-30 CPUs (models 311, 313, 321, 323, 

331, and 341): release 4.4 or later, and all 
versions of the CPU models 350, 351, 352, 360, 
363, and 364 

▪ Series 90-30 Hand-held Programmer (HHP) 

 User Manual RX3i I/O Link Interface Modules User’s Manual, 
GFK-2358 
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LEDs  
The module has three LEDS that show its operating and communications status.   
 

OK CFG ACTV Meaning 
off off off No power to module, or powerup in progress 
on off off Module powered up but not configured 
on on off Module powered up and configured with minimum 

configuration (input status reference assigned and 
output status reference assigned), but link is not yet 
active, or has been activated but has gone down 

on on on Normal operation with active link 
After power–up, the OK LED should stay ON.  The CFG LED goes on after the CPU supplies 
the module configuration.  The ACTV LED goes on when link communications have been 
established. 

Restart Pushbutton 
The LINK RESTART pushbutton can be used to restart the operation of the link if a failure 
occurs.   

Note 
Pushing the LINK RESTART button while the link is operating has no effect.  If the link stops 
operating, all slaves must be power–cycled before using the LINK RESTART pushbutton to 
restart operation of the link. 
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Fuse 

The module’s front cover is removable.    A 
fuse located directly below the Restart 
pushbutton protects the +5 volt signal pins 
used by Optical Adapter cable.  It is a 
replaceable 0.5A fast–blow fuse (5mm 
diameter x 20mm length).  

 

Serial Port  
The front of the module has one 20–pin, Honda–type connector, used for connection to the first 
slave on the I/O Link.  Signal levels are RS422/485 compatible. 




